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DataShop page: 

Subscription:  Master Vol By Underlyer - Subscription 

Description: 
This report is a superset of proprietary volatility analytics including implied volatilities per expiration and constant 
maturity, realized volatilities, event free implied and realized volatilities, earnings information and much more.  
This proprietary valuation model uses a business day calendar with intraday time decay along with discrete 
dividend estimates, implied borrow rates, and proprietary arbitrage-free smoothed volatility surfaces. Files are 
labeled with a date-time in Central time. 
One file will be delivered at the end of the day, if End of Day interval is chosen. 

If 15 min interval is selected, files will be delivered every 15 minutes during the day with 15 minutes delayed data. 

Filename pattern:   
             Intraday - FTRefMasterVolByUnderlyer_YYYYMMDD_HHMM.zip (Zipped CSV file, timestamp     
                                 value is U.S. Central Time)  
              EOD - FTRefMasterVolByUnderlyer_YYYYMMDD.zip (Zipped CSV file) 

Subscription delivery frequency & timing: Monday - Friday (except holidays where U.S. markets are closed)  

Layout & Field Definitions: 

Field 
 # Column name  

Data  
Type Field Description 

1 Underlyer String The ticker symbol of the underlying security 

2 PrevUnderlyingPrice Numeric Underlying closing price from the previous trading day 

3 UnderlyingPrice Numeric Underlying price as of the updated time within regular trading hours 

4 ETHUnderlyingPrice Numeric Underlying price as of the updated time including extended trading hours 

5 PctUChg Numeric Underlying percent change since the prior close as of the updated time  

6 NetUChg Numeric 
Underlying price dollar change since the prior close as of the updated 
time  

7 SDMove Numeric 
One day standard deviation price move derived from the 1 month ATM 
Vol 

8 PctSDMove Numeric 
The number of standard deviations the underlyer price has moved as on  
the day as of the updated time 

9 AbsPctSDMove Numeric 
The absolute value of number of standard deviations the underlyer price  
has moved as on the day as of the updated time 

10 sector String Company sector 

11 subsector String Company subsector 

12 industry String Company industry 

13 companyname String Company name 

14 country String Company country 

15 PERatio Numeric Price to Earnings Ratio of the Underlying stock 

16 ShortInterest Numeric **this field is not currently available/supported 

17 CurrentSharesOutstanding Numeric Number of shares outstanding in Millions 

18 RawBeta Numeric **this field is not currently available/supported 

19 MarketCap Numeric The market capitalization in Millions of dollars 

20 EquityFloat Numeric Number of shares floated in Millions 

https://datashop.cboe.com/mastervol-by-underlyer-subcription
https://datashop.cboe.com/mastervol-by-underlyer-subcription
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21 FTVol Numeric 

A long-term Generalized Auto Regressive Conditional Heteroskedasticity  
(GARCH)-type implied volatility forecast, with earnings dates removed  
from the stock return history 

22 FTVolAdj Numeric **this field is not currently available/supported 

23 AvgDailyVega Numeric 

The average of the daily total of vega in dollars of traded options 
contracts 
 over the last 10 trading days. 

24 TradedVega Numeric 
The amount of Vega traded as of the updated time in the current 
underlyer 

25 TradedVegaRatio Numeric 

The ratio of Vega traded today versus what is normally expected based 
on 
 the time of day and the typical trading patterns for the underlyer.   
A traded vega ratio of 2.4 means that based on the time of the day and  
normal trading patterns for this underlyer, 2.4x the vega has traded  
(e.g. the option class is 2.4x as busy as expected) 

26 UndPrcRange Numeric 

The percentile of the 1 year range (excluding the current trading day)  
for the current stock price. A value of 1.0 means that the current stock  
price matches the high of the 1 year range. 

27 UndPrc_1YHigh Numeric 
The maximum underlyer price over the last year (excluding the current 
trading day). 

28 UndPrc_1YLow Numeric 
The minimum underlyer price over the last year (excluding the current 
trading day). 

29 exchanges String 

The list of options exchanges where the underlyer is traded. 
A - NYSE American 
B - Boston Options Exchange 
C - Chicago Board of Options Exchange 
D - MIAX Emerlad 
E - EDGX Options 
H - NASDAQ GEMX 
I - NASDAQ ISE 
J - NASDAQ MRX 
M - Miami International Securities Exchange 
N - New York Stock Exchange Arca 
O - Options Price Reporting Authority 
Q - NASDAQ 
T - NASDAQ BX Options 
W - C2 Options Exchange 
X - Philadelphia Stock Exchange 
Z-BATS Global Markets 

30 NumberExchanges Numeric The number of exchanges where this underlyer is traded 

31 BollBandRange Numeric 

The percentile of the Bollinger Band (excluding the current trading day)  
for the current stock price. A value of 1.0 means that the current stock  
price matches the high of the Bollinger Band. 

32 LowerBollBand Numeric The price of lower bollinger band (as of the prior trading day). 

33 UpperBollBand Numeric The price of upper bollinger band (as of the prior trading day). 

34 IVV_Weight Numeric 
The weight of the underlyer in the IVV ETF, If the Underlyer is a  
holding within the IVV ETF 
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35 IV_1M_Skew Numeric 
The skew of the 1 month constant maturity tenor where skew =  
([IV of 25d Put]-[IV of 25d Call])/[ATMVol]*100   

36 IV_2M_Skew Numeric 
The skew of the 2 month constant maturity tenor where skew =  
([IV of 25d Put]-[IV of 25d Call])/[ATMVol]*100   

37 IV_3M_Skew Numeric 
The skew of the 3 month constant maturity tenor where skew =  
([IV of 25d Put]-[IV of 25d Call])/[ATMVol]*100   

38 IV_6M_Skew Numeric 
The skew of the 6 month constant maturity tenor where skew =  
([IV of 25d Put]-[IV of 25d Call])/[ATMVol]*100   

39 IV_1Y_Skew Numeric 
The skew of the 1 Year constant maturity tenor where skew =  
([IV of 25d Put]-[IV of 25d Call])/[ATMVol]*100   

40 IV_18M_Skew Numeric 
The skew of the 18 month constant maturity tenor where skew =  
([IV of 25d Put]-[IV of 25d Call])/[ATMVol]*100   

41 IV_2Y_Skew Numeric 
The skew of the 2 Year constant maturity tenor where skew =  
([IV of 25d Put]-[IV of 25d Call])/[ATMVol]*100   

42 IV_30M_Skew Numeric 
The skew of the 30 month constant maturity tenor where skew =  
([IV of 25d Put]-[IV of 25d Call])/[ATMVol]*100   

43 IV_3Y_Skew Numeric 
The skew of the 3 Year constant maturity tenor where skew =  
([IV of 25d Put]-[IV of 25d Call])/[ATMVol]*100   

44 IV_1M_Kurt Numeric 
The Kurtosis of the 1 month constant maturity tenor where kurtosis =  
((([IV of 25d Put]+[IV of 25d Call])/2)/[ATMVol]  - 1 )*100 

45 IV_2M_Kurt Numeric 
The Kurtosis of the 2 month constant maturity tenor where kurtosis =  
((([IV of 25d Put]+[IV of 25d Call])/2)/[ATMVol]  - 1 )*100 

46 IV_3M_Kurt Numeric 
The Kurtosis of the 3 month constant maturity tenor where kurtosis =  
((([IV of 25d Put]+[IV of 25d Call])/2)/[ATMVol]  - 1 )*100 

47 IV_6M_Kurt Numeric 
The Kurtosis of the 6 month constant maturity tenor where kurtosis =  
((([IV of 25d Put]+[IV of 25d Call])/2)/[ATMVol]  - 1 )*100 

48 IV_1Y_Kurt Numeric 
The Kurtosis of the 1 year constant maturity tenor where kurtosis =  
((([IV of 25d Put]+[IV of 25d Call])/2)/[ATMVol]  - 1 )*100 

49 IV_18M_Kurt Numeric 
The Kurtosis of the 18 month constant maturity tenor where kurtosis =  
((([IV of 25d Put]+[IV of 25d Call])/2)/[ATMVol]  - 1 )*100 

50 IV_2Y_Kurt Numeric 
The Kurtosis of the 2 year constant maturity tenor where kurtosis =  
((([IV of 25d Put]+[IV of 25d Call])/2)/[ATMVol]  - 1 )*100 

51 IV_30M_Kurt Numeric 
The Kurtosis of the 30 month constant maturity tenor where kurtosis =  
((([IV of 25d Put]+[IV of 25d Call])/2)/[ATMVol]  - 1 )*100 

52 IV_3Y_Kurt Numeric 
The Kurtosis of the 3 year constant maturity tenor where kurtosis =  
((([IV of 25d Put]+[IV of 25d Call])/2)/[ATMVol]  - 1 )*100 

53 OHLC_1W_NetEarn Numeric 

Open-High-Low-Close (GKYZ methodology) calculation for Historical  
Realized Volatility for the trailing 1 week (5 business days) period  
excluding the price returns associated with earnings announcements, if 
any 

54 OHLC_2W_NetEarn Numeric 

Open-High-Low-Close (GKYZ methodology) calculation for Historical 
Realized Volatility for the trailing 2 weeks (10 business days) period 
excluding the price returns associated with earnings announcements, if 
any 

55 OHLC_1M_NetEarn Numeric 
Open-High-Low-Close (GKYZ methodology) calculation for Historical 
Realized Volatility for the trailing 1 month (21 business days) period 
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excluding the price returns associated with earnings announcements, if 
any 

56 OHLC_2M_NetEarn Numeric 

Open-High-Low-Close (GKYZ methodology) calculation for Historical 
Realized Volatility for the trailing 2 months (42 business days) period 
excluding the price returns associated with earnings announcements, if 
any 

57 OHLC_3M_NetEarn Numeric 

Open-High-Low-Close (GKYZ methodology) calculation for Historical 
Realized Volatility for the trailing 3 month (63 business days) period 
excluding the price returns associated with earnings announcements, if 
any 

58 AvgEarnPctMove Numeric 
Weighted average price move in percent from the last 12 earnings 
events 

59 AvgEarnDayVol Numeric 
Implied volatility corresponding to the price moves of last 12 earnings 
events 

60 NextDivDate Datetime Ex-Date of next dividend (yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss) 

61 NextDivAmount Numeric Dollar amount of next dividend 

62 NextDivStatus String  Announced or Projected status of next dividend 

63 EstPeNext4Qtrs Numeric Forward looking Price to Earnings Ratio for next 4 quarters 

64 EarnExpDate Datetime 
The next Expiration date that includes the upcoming earnings event 
(yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss) 

65 EarnExpBidVol Numeric The at-the-money implied volatility of the bid price of EarnExpDate 

66 EarnExpAskVol Numeric The at-the-money implied volatility of the ask price of EarnExpDate 

67 EarnExpMidVol Numeric The at-the-money implied volatility of the mid price of EarnExpDate 

68 EarnImpliedPctMove Numeric 

The underlyer move (in percent) anticipated by the option market 
looking at the next earnings announcement date; that is, the one-day pct 
move inferred by the implied volatility term structure. This calculation 
uses FT Options' methodology which incorporates noise reduction 
processes and a business day calendar. 

69 EarnFwdVol Numeric 

The forward implied volatility as inferred by the implied volatility term 
structure. This calculation uses FT Options' methodology which 
incorporates noise reduction processes and a business day calendar. 

70 EarnExpSynthStrBidPct Numeric 
The at-the-money synthetic straddle bid price for the EarnExpDate 
represented as a percent of stock price 

71 EarnExpSynthStrAskPct Numeric 
The at-the-money synthetic straddle ask price for the EarnExpDate 
represented as a percent of stock price 

72 IV_1M_NetEarn Numeric 

Implied volatility of the 1 month constant maturity tenor excluding the 
expected variance from the earnings event if one is projected during the 
tenor. This calculation uses FT Options' methodology which incorporates 
a business day calendar. 

73 IV_2M_NetEarn Numeric 

Implied volatility of the 2 month constant maturity tenor excluding the 
expected variance from the earnings event if one is projected during the 
tenor. This calculation uses FT Options' methodology which incorporates 
a business day calendar. 
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74 IV_3M_NetEarn Numeric 

Implied volatility of the 3 month constant maturity tenor excluding the 
expected variance from the earnings event if one is projected during the 
tenor. This calculation uses FT Options' methodology which incorporates 
a business day calendar. 

75 IV_6M_NetEarn Numeric 

Implied volatility of the 6 month constant maturity tenor excluding the 
expected variance from the earnings event if one is projected during the 
tenor. This calculation uses FT Options' methodology which incorporates 
a business day calendar. 

76 IV_1Y_NetEarn Numeric 

Implied volatility of the 1 year constant maturity tenor excluding the 
expected variance from the earnings event if one is projected during the 
tenor. This calculation uses FT Options' methodology which incorporates 
a business day calendar. 

77 IV_2Y_NetEarn Numeric 

Implied volatility of the 2 year constant maturity tenor excluding the 
expected variance from the earnings event if one is projected during the 
tenor. This calculation uses FT Options' methodology which incorporates 
a business day calendar. 

78 SectorCorr1 Numeric 

The 1st highest score for the underlyer with similar trading 
characteristics as modeled by FT Options' multi-factor sector correlation 
model. 

79 SectorCorr2 Numeric 

The 2nd highest score for the underlyer with similar trading 
characteristics as modeled by FT Options' multi-factor sector correlation 
model. 

80 SectorCorr3 Numeric 

The 3rd highest score for the underlyer with similar trading 
characteristics as modeled by FT Options' multi-factor sector correlation 
model. 

81 SectorCorr4 Numeric 

The 4th highest score for the underlyer with similar trading 
characteristics as modeled by FT Options' multi-factor sector correlation 
model. 

82 SectorCorr5 Numeric 

The 5th highest score for the underlyer with similar trading 
characteristics as modeled by FT Options' multi-factor sector correlation 
model. 

83 SectorCorr6 Numeric 

The 6th highest score for the underlyer with similar trading 
characteristics as modeled by FT Options' multi-factor sector correlation 
model. 

84 SectorCorr7 Numeric 

The 7th highest score for the underlyer with similar trading 
characteristics as modeled by FT Options' multi-factor sector correlation 
model. 

85 SectorCorr8 Numeric 

The 8th highest score for the underlyer with similar trading 
characteristics as modeled by FT Options' multi-factor sector correlation 
model. 

86 SectorCorr9 Numeric 

The 9th highest score for the underlyer with similar trading 
characteristics as modeled by FT Options' multi-factor sector correlation 
model. 

87 SectorCorr10 Numeric 

The 10th highest score for the underlyer with similar trading 
characteristics as modeled by FT Options' multi-factor sector correlation 
model. 

88 SubSectorCorr1 Numeric 

The 1st highest score for the underlyer with similar trading 
characteristics as modeled by FT Options' multi-factor subsector 
correlation model. 
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89 SubSectorCorr2 Numeric 

The 2nd highest score for the underlyer with similar trading 
characteristics as modeled by FT Options' multi-factor subsector 
correlation model. 

90 SubSectorCorr3 Numeric 

The 3rd highest score for the underlyer with similar trading 
characteristics as modeled by FT Options' multi-factor subsector 
correlation model. 

91 SubSectorCorr4 Numeric 

The 4th highest score for the underlyer with similar trading 
characteristics as modeled by FT Options' multi-factor subsector 
correlation model. 

92 SubSectorCorr5 Numeric 

The 5th highest score for the underlyer with similar trading 
characteristics as modeled by FT Options' multi-factor subsector 
correlation model. 

93 SubSectorCorr6 Numeric 

The 6th highest score for the underlyer with similar trading 
characteristics as modeled by FT Options' multi-factor subsector 
correlation model. 

94 SubSectorCorr7 Numeric 

The 7th highest score for the underlyer with similar trading 
characteristics as modeled by FT Options' multi-factor subsector 
correlation model. 

95 SubSectorCorr8 Numeric 

The 8th highest score for the underlyer with similar trading 
characteristics as modeled by FT Options' multi-factor subsector 
correlation model. 

96 SubSectorCorr9 Numeric 

The 9th highest score for the underlyer with similar trading 
characteristics as modeled by FT Options' multi-factor subsector 
correlation model. 

97 SubSectorCorr10 Numeric 

The 10th highest score for the underlyer with similar trading 
characteristics as modeled by FT Options' multi-factor subsector 
correlation model. 

98 DollarTightness Numeric **this field is not currently available/supported 

99 SpreadVolume Numeric **this field is not currently available/supported 

100 HV_1W_NetEarn Numeric 

Historical Realized Volatility for the trailing 1 week (5 business days) 
period excluding the price returns associated with earnings 
announcements, if any 

101 HV_2W_NetEarn Numeric 

Historical Realized Volatility for the trailing 2 week (10 business days) 
period excluding the price returns associated with earnings 
announcements, if any 

102 HV_1m_NetEarn Numeric 

Historical Realized Volatility for the trailing 1 month (21 business days) 
period excluding the price returns associated with earnings 
announcements, if any 

103 HV_2M_NetEarn Numeric 

Historical Realized Volatility for the trailing 2 month (42 business days) 
period excluding the price returns associated with earnings 
announcements, if any 

104 HV_3M_NetEarn Numeric 

Historical Realized Volatility for the trailing 3 month (63 business days) 
period excluding the price returns associated with earnings 
announcements, if any 

105 HV_6M_NetEarn Numeric 

Historical Realized Volatility for the trailing 1 month (126 business days) 
period excluding the price returns associated with earnings 
announcements, if any 
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106 HV_1Y_NetEarn Numeric 

Historical Realized Volatility for the trailing 1 year (252 business days) 
period excluding the price returns associated with earnings 
announcements, if any 

107 HV_18M_NetEarn Numeric 

Historical Realized Volatility for the trailing 18 month (378 business days) 
period excluding the price returns associated with earnings 
announcements, if any 

108 HV_2Y_NetEarn Numeric 

Historical Realized Volatility for the trailing 2 year (504 business days) 
period excluding the price returns associated with earnings 
announcements, if any 

109 HV_2W Numeric 

Historical Realized Volatility for the trailing 2 week (10 business days) 
period including the price returns associated with earnings 
announcements, if any 

110 HV_1M Numeric 

Historical Realized Volatility for the trailing 1 month (21 business days) 
period including the price returns associated with earnings 
announcements, if any 

111 HV_2M Numeric 

Historical Realized Volatility for the trailing 2 month (42 business days) 
period including the price returns associated with earnings 
announcements, if any 

112 HV_3M Numeric 

Historical Realized Volatility for the trailing 3 month (63 business days) 
period including the price returns associated with earnings 
announcements, if any 

113 HV_6M Numeric 

Historical Realized Volatility for the trailing 1 month (126 business days) 
period including the price returns associated with earnings 
announcements, if any 

114 HV_1Y Numeric 

Historical Realized Volatility for the trailing 1 year (252 business days) 
period including the price returns associated with earnings 
announcements, if any 

115 HV_2Y Numeric 

Historical Realized Volatility for the trailing 2 year (504 business days) 
period including the price returns associated with earnings 
announcements, if any 

116 HV_2WNE_6MEL Numeric 

The Effective Low of the 2-week "event free" realized volatility over the 
last 6 months.  The “effective low” is defined as the 10th percentile 
value. "Event free" means that the price returns associated with earnings 
events are removed. 

117 HV_2WNE_6MEH Numeric 

The Effective High of the 2-week "event free" realized volatility over the 
last 6 months.  The “effective high” is defined as the 90th percentile 
value. "Event free" means that the price returns associated with earnings 
events are removed. 

118 HV_1MNE_6MEL Numeric 

The Effective Low of the 1 month "event free" realized volatility over the 
last 6 months.  The “effective low” is defined as the 10th percentile 
value. "Event free" means that the price returns associated with earnings 
events are removed. 

119 HV_1MNE_6MEH Numeric 

The Effective High of the 1-month "event free" realized volatility over the 
last 6 months.  The “effective High” is defined as the 90th percentile 
value. "Event free" means that the price returns associated with earnings 
events are removed. 
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120 HV_2WNE_18MEL Numeric 

The Effective Low of the 2-week "event free" realized volatility over the 
last 18 months.  The “effective low” is defined as the 10th percentile 
value. "Event free" means that the price returns associated with earnings 
events are removed. 

121 HV_2WNE_18MEH Numeric 

The Effective High of the 2-week "event free" realized volatility over the 
last 18 months.  The “effective high” is defined as the 90th percentile 
value. "Event free" means that the price returns associated with earnings 
events are removed. 

122 HV_1MNE_18MEL Numeric 

The Effective Low of the 1 month "event free" realized volatility over the 
last 18 months.  The “effective low” is defined as the 10th percentile 
value. "Event free" means that the price returns associated with earnings 
events are removed. 

123 HV_1MNE_18MEH Numeric 

The Effective High of the 1-month "event free" realized volatility over the 
last 18 months.  The “effective High” is defined as the 90th percentile 
value. "Event free" means that the price returns associated with earnings 
events are removed. 

124 IV_1M_Norm Numeric 

The at-the-money 1-month Constant Maturity (Normalized) Implied 
Volatility. This calculation uses FT Options' methodology and a business 
day calendar. 

125 IV_2M_Norm Numeric 

The at-the-money 2-month Constant Maturity (Normalized) Implied 
Volatility. This calculation uses FT Options' methodology and a business 
day calendar. 

126 IV_3M_Norm Numeric 

The at-the-money 3-month Constant Maturity (Normalized) Implied 
Volatility. This calculation uses FT Options' methodology and a business 
day calendar. 

127 IV_6M_Norm Numeric 

The at-the-money 6-month Constant Maturity (Normalized) Implied 
Volatility. This calculation uses FT Options' methodology and a business 
day calendar. 

128 IV_1Y_Norm Numeric 

The at-the-money 1-year Constant Maturity (Normalized) Implied 
Volatility. This calculation uses FT Options' methodology and a business 
day calendar. 

129 IV_2Y_Norm Numeric 

The at-the-money 2-year Constant Maturity (Normalized) Implied 
Volatility. This calculation uses FT Options' methodology and a business 
day calendar. 

130 IV_1M_1WChg Numeric 
Change in 1-month constant maturity implied volatility over the last 
week. 

131 IV_2M_1WChg Numeric 
Change in 2-month constant maturity implied volatility over the last 
week. 

132 IV_3M_1WChg Numeric 
Change in 3-month constant maturity implied volatility over the last 
week. 

133 IV_6M_1WChg Numeric 
Change in 6-month constant maturity implied volatility over the last 
week. 

134 IV_1Y_1WChg Numeric Change in 1-year constant maturity implied volatility over the last week. 

135 IV_2Y_1WChg Numeric Change in 2-year constant maturity implied volatility over the last week. 

136 IV_1M_Avg Numeric 
The average of 1-month Implied Volatility over the last 12 months. This 
calculation uses FT Options' methodology and a business day calendar. 

137 IV_2M_Avg Numeric 
The average of 2-month Implied Volatility over the last 12 months. This 
calculation uses FT Options' methodology and a business day calendar. 
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138 IV_3M_Avg Numeric 
The average of 3-month Implied Volatility over the last 12 months. This 
calculation uses FT Options' methodology and a business day calendar. 

139 IV_6M_Avg Numeric 
The average of 6-month Implied Volatility over the last 12 months. This 
calculation uses FT Options' methodology and a business day calendar. 

140 IV_1Y_Avg Numeric 
The average of 1-year Implied Volatility over the last 12 months. This 
calculation uses FT Options' methodology and a business day calendar. 

141 IV_2Y_Avg Numeric 
The average of 2-year Implied Volatility over the last 12 months. This 
calculation uses FT Options' methodology and a business day calendar. 

142 IV_1M_Std Numeric 

The standard deviation of 1-month Implied Volatility over the last 12 
months. This calculation uses FT Options' methodology and a business 
day calendar. 

143 IV_2M_Std Numeric 

The standard deviation of 2-month Implied Volatility over the last 12 
months. This calculation uses FT Options' methodology and a business 
day calendar. 

144 IV_3M_Std Numeric 

The standard deviation of 3-month Implied Volatility over the last 12 
months. This calculation uses FT Options' methodology and a business 
day calendar. 

145 IV_6M_Std Numeric 

The standard deviation of 6-month Implied Volatility over the last 12 
months. This calculation uses FT Options' methodology and a business 
day calendar. 

146 IV_1Y_Std Numeric 

The standard deviation of 1-year Implied Volatility over the last 12 
months. This calculation uses FT Options' methodology and a business 
day calendar. 

147 IV_2Y_Std Numeric 

The standard deviation of 2-year Implied Volatility over the last 12 
months. This calculation uses FT Options' methodology and a business 
day calendar. 

148 IV_1M_Pctile1Y Numeric 

The percentile rank of the 1-Month Implied Volatility for the prior day 
compared to its range of values over the last 12 months.   This value 
considers the full range of Implied Volatility daily data points for the 
position over the last 12 months, and compares the volatility for the 
current month to this set of values.  For example, if the volatility ranks in 
the 85th percentile, it would mean that the current monthly volatility is 
in the top 85 percent, or is close to the highest values seen over the last 
12 months. 

149 IV_2M_Pctile1Y Numeric 

The percentile rank of the 2-Month Implied Volatility for the prior day 
compared to its range of values over the last 12 months.   This value 
considers the full range of Implied Volatility daily data points for the 
position over the last 12 months, and compares the volatility for the 
current month to this set of values.  For example, if the volatility ranks in 
the 85th percentile, it would mean that the current monthly volatility is 
in the top 85 percent, or is close to the highest values seen over the last 
12 months. 
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150 IV_3M_Pctile1Y Numeric 

The percentile rank of the 3-Month Implied Volatility for the prior day 
compared to its range of values over the last 12 months.   This value 
considers the full range of Implied Volatility daily data points for the 
position over the last 12 months, and compares the volatility for the 
current month to this set of values.  For example, if the volatility ranks in 
the 85th percentile, it would mean that the current monthly volatility is 
in the top 85 percent, or is close to the highest values seen over the last 
12 months. 

151 IV_6M_Pctile1Y Numeric 

The percentile rank of the 6-Month Implied Volatility for the prior day 
compared to its range of values over the last 12 months.   This value 
considers the full range of Implied Volatility daily data points for the 
position over the last 12 months, and compares the volatility for the 
current month to this set of values.  For example, if the volatility ranks in 
the 85th percentile, it would mean that the current monthly volatility is 
in the top 85 percent, or is close to the highest values seen over the last 
12 months. 

152 IV_1Y_Pctile1Y Numeric 

The percentile rank of the 1-Year Implied Volatility for the prior day 
compared to its range of values over the last 12 months.   This value 
considers the full range of Implied Volatility daily data points for the 
position over the last 12 months, and compares the volatility for the 
current month to this set of values.  For example, if the volatility ranks in 
the 85th percentile, it would mean that the current monthly volatility is 
in the top 85 percent, or is close to the highest values seen over the last 
12 months. 

153 IV_2Y_Pctile1Y Numeric 

The percentile rank of the 2-Year Implied Volatility for the prior day 
compared to its range of values over the last 12 months.   This value 
considers the full range of Implied Volatility daily data points for the 
position over the last 12 months, and compares the volatility for the 
current month to this set of values.  For example, if the volatility ranks in 
the 85th percentile, it would mean that the current monthly volatility is 
in the top 85 percent, or is close to the highest values seen over the last 
12 months. 

154 IV_1M_1YLow Numeric 

The lowest observed 1-month Implied Volatility value over the last 12 
months. This calculation uses FT Options' methodology and a business 
day calendar. 

155 IV_2M_1YLow Numeric 

The lowest observed 2-month Implied Volatility value over the last 12 
months. This calculation uses FT Options' methodology and a business 
day calendar. 

156 IV_3M_1YLow Numeric 

The lowest observed 3-month Implied Volatility value over the last 12 
months. This calculation uses FT Options' methodology and a business 
day calendar. 

157 IV_6M_1YLow Numeric 

The lowest observed 6-month Implied Volatility value over the last 12 
months. This calculation uses FT Options' methodology and a business 
day calendar. 

158 IV_1Y_1YLow Numeric 

The lowest observed 1-year Implied Volatility value over the last 12 
months. This calculation uses FT Options' methodology and a business 
day calendar. 
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159 IV_2Y_1YLow Numeric 

The lowest observed 2-year Implied Volatility value over the last 12 
months. This calculation uses FT Options' methodology and a business 
day calendar. 

160 IV_1M_1YHigh Numeric 

The highest observed 1-month Implied Volatility value over the last 12 
months. This calculation uses FT Options' methodology and a business 
day calendar. 

161 IV_2M_1YHigh Numeric 

The highest observed 2-month Implied Volatility value over the last 12 
months. This calculation uses FT Options' methodology and a business 
day calendar. 

162 IV_3M_1YHigh Numeric 

The highest observed 3-month Implied Volatility value over the last 12 
months. This calculation uses FT Options' methodology and a business 
day calendar. 

163 IV_6M_1YHigh Numeric 

The highest observed 6-month Implied Volatility value over the last 12 
months. This calculation uses FT Options' methodology and a business 
day calendar. 

164 IV_1Y_1YHigh Numeric 

The highest observed 1-year Implied Volatility value over the last 12 
months. This calculation uses FT Options' methodology and a business 
day calendar. 

165 IV_2Y_1YHigh Numeric 

The highest observed 2-year Implied Volatility value over the last 12 
months. This calculation uses FT Options' methodology and a business 
day calendar. 

166 IVAvgIV_Ratio_1M Numeric 

Ratio of the current 1-Month implied volatility to the average of the 1-
Month implied volatility over the last 12 months. This calculation uses FT 
Options' methodology and a business day calendar. 

167 IVAvgIV_Ratio_2M Numeric 

Ratio of the current 2-Month implied volatility to the average of the 2-
Month implied volatility over the last 12 months. This calculation uses FT 
Options' methodology and a business day calendar. 

168 IVAvgIV_Ratio_3M Numeric 

Ratio of the current 3-Month implied volatility to the average of the 3-
Month implied volatility over the last 12 months. This calculation uses FT 
Options' methodology and a business day calendar. 

169 IVAvgIV_Ratio_6M Numeric 

Ratio of the current 6-Month implied volatility to the average of the 6-
Month implied volatility over the last 12 months. This calculation uses FT 
Options' methodology and a business day calendar. 

170 IVAvgIV_Ratio_1Y Numeric 

Ratio of the current 1-Year implied volatility to the average of the 1-Year 
implied volatility over the last 12 months. This calculation uses FT 
Options' methodology and a business day calendar. 

171 IVAvgIV_Ratio_2Y Numeric 

Ratio of the current 2-Year implied volatility to the average of the 2-Year 
implied volatility over the last 12 months. This calculation uses FT 
Options' methodology and a business day calendar. 

172 IVHV_Ratio_1M Numeric 

Ratio of the current 1-Month implied volatility to the current 1-Month 
historical volatility. This calculation uses FT Options' methodology and a 
business day calendar. 

173 IVHV_Ratio_2M Numeric 

Ratio of the current 2-Month implied volatility to the current 2-Month 
historical volatility. This calculation uses FT Options' methodology and a 
business day calendar. 

174 IVHV_Ratio_3M Numeric 

Ratio of the current 3-Month implied volatility to the current 3-Month 
historical volatility. This calculation uses FT Options' methodology and a 
business day calendar. 
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175 IVHV_Ratio_6M Numeric 

Ratio of the current 6-Month implied volatility to the current 6-Month 
historical volatility. This calculation uses FT Options' methodology and a 
business day calendar. 

176 IVHV_Ratio_1Y Numeric 

Ratio of the current 1-Year implied volatility to the current 1-Year 
historical volatility. This calculation uses FT Options' methodology and a 
business day calendar. 

177 IVHV_Ratio_2Y Numeric 

Ratio of the current 2-Year implied volatility to the current 2-Year 
historical volatility. This calculation uses FT Options' methodology and a 
business day calendar. 

178 PriceSMA200 Numeric 
200 day simple moving average of stock price as of the end of the prior 
trading day 

179 PriceSMA100 Numeric 
100 day simple moving average of stock price as of the end of the prior 
trading day 

180 PriceSMA50 Numeric 
50 day simple moving average of stock price as of the end of the prior 
trading day 

181 AvgCallVolume Numeric 
Average trade volume for all call contracts for this underlyer over the last 
30 days. 

182 AvgPutVolume Numeric 
Average trade volume for all put contracts for this underlyer over the last 
30 days. 

183 AvgTotalVolume Numeric 
Average trade volume for all puts and calls for this underlyer over the 
last 30 days. 

184 YestCallVolume Numeric 
Trade volume for call contracts for this underlyer on the previous trading 
day. 

185 YestPutVolume Numeric 
Trade volume for put contracts for this underlyer on the previous trading 
day. 

186 YestTotalVolume Numeric 
Trade volume for call and put contracts for this underlyer on the 
previous trading day. 

187 AvgStockVolume Numeric Average trade volume for the underlying stock over the last 30 days. 

188 CallOpenInterest Numeric 

Open interest for call contracts for this underlyer.  This value is updated 
daily and reflects the open interest published by the OCC as of the end of 
the prior trading day. 

189 PutOpenInterest Numeric 

Open interest for put contracts for this underlyer.This value is updated 
daily and reflects the open interest published by the OCC as of the end of 
the prior trading day. 

190 TotalOpenInterest Numeric 

Open interest for call and put contracts for this underlyer.This value is 
updated daily and reflects the open interest published by the OCC as of 
the end of the prior trading day. 

191 PrevCallOpenInterest Numeric 
The Call open interest value that was known in the system on the 
previous trading day. 

192 PrevPutOpenInterest Numeric 
The Put open interest value that was known in the system on the 
previous trading day. 

193 PrevTotalOpenInterest Numeric 
The total Call and Put open interest value that was known in the system 
on the previous trading day. 
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194 IV_1M_Pctile2Y Numeric 

The percentile rank of the 1-Month Implied Volatility for the prior day 
compared to its range of values over the last 24 months.   This value 
considers the full range of Implied Volatility daily data points for the 
position over the last 24 months, and compares the volatility for the 
current month to this set of values.  For example, if the volatility ranks in 
the 85th percentile, it would mean that the current monthly volatility is 
in the top 85 percent, or is close to the highest values seen over the last 
24 months. 

195 IV_2M_Pctile2Y Numeric 

The percentile rank of the 2-Month Implied Volatility for the prior day 
compared to its range of values over the last 24 months.   This value 
considers the full range of Implied Volatility daily data points for the 
position over the last 24 months, and compares the volatility for the 
current month to this set of values.  For example, if the volatility ranks in 
the 85th percentile, it would mean that the current monthly volatility is 
in the top 85 percent, or is close to the highest values seen over the last 
24 months. 

196 IV_3M_Pctile2Y Numeric 

The percentile rank of the 3-Month Implied Volatility for the prior day 
compared to its range of values over the last 24 months.   This value 
considers the full range of Implied Volatility daily data points for the 
position over the last 24 months, and compares the volatility for the 
current month to this set of values.  For example, if the volatility ranks in 
the 85th percentile, it would mean that the current monthly volatility is 
in the top 85 percent, or is close to the highest values seen over the last 
24 months. 

197 IV_6M_Pctile2Y Numeric 

The percentile rank of the 6-Month Implied Volatility for the prior day 
compared to its range of values over the last 24 months.   This value 
considers the full range of Implied Volatility daily data points for the 
position over the last 24 months, and compares the volatility for the 
current month to this set of values.  For example, if the volatility ranks in 
the 85th percentile, it would mean that the current monthly volatility is 
in the top 85 percent, or is close to the highest values seen over the last 
24 months. 

198 IV_1Y_Pctile2Y Numeric 

The percentile rank of the 1-Year Implied Volatility for the prior day 
compared to its range of values over the last 24 months.   This value 
considers the full range of Implied Volatility daily data points for the 
position over the last 24 months, and compares the volatility for the 
current month to this set of values.  For example, if the volatility ranks in 
the 85th percentile, it would mean that the current monthly volatility is 
in the top 85 percent, or is close to the highest values seen over the last 
24 months. 

199 IV_2Y_Pctile2Y Numeric 

The percentile rank of the 2-Year Implied Volatility for the prior day 
compared to its range of values over the last 24 months.   This value 
considers the full range of Implied Volatility daily data points for the 
position over the last 24 months, and compares the volatility for the 
current month to this set of values.  For example, if the volatility ranks in 
the 85th percentile, it would mean that the current monthly volatility is 
in the top 85 percent, or is close to the highest values seen over the last 
24 months. 

200 TotalCallVolume Numeric Total number of calls traded on the day as of the updated time 

201 TotalPutVolume Numeric Total number of puts traded on the day as of the updated time 
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202 TotalVolume Numeric Total number of puts and calls traded on the day as of the updated time 

203 TotalVolumeRatio Numeric 
The ratio of the number of contracts for this option traded in the current 
day divided by the average daily volume. 

204 expectedReportDate Datetime 
The next scheduled earnings date for the underlying stock (yyyy-mm-dd 
hh:mm:ss) 

205 earningsannouncetimedescr String 

When the earnings report will be released, with respect to the market 
session on the Upcoming Earnings Date.  The value that appears can be 
“Before,” “During,” “After,” or “Unknown.”  For example, an Earnings 
Date can be offered as July 15, but it can be projected to 
happen After the market closes on this date. 

206 expectedreporttype String Confirmed or estimated earnings date  

207 HasEarnings String 

A code to show whether or not the underlying stock has an earnings 
report. A “1” appears if an earnings report was released for the 
underlying stock last night after the market closing or today before the 
open. A “0” means that no earnings were reported recently. 

208 DaysUntilEarnings Numeric 
Number of calendar days until the next earnings report for the 
underlying stock, either estimated or confirmed. 

209 BusDaysUntilEarnings Numeric 
Number of business days until the next earnings report for the 
underlying stock, either estimated or confirmed. 

210 Updated Datetime 
Time at which the record was updated (yyyy-mm-dd hh:mm:ss Central 
Time Zone) 

 


